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I Numerical comparisons were fide bettie”eh“t-heapprbxl-’””
1 mate substitute single-stringer method of shear~lag “
analysis and the exact solutions, which tndi,catethat f’or
.
..
beams of practical proportions tie approximate ”method “ . ‘
yieldq .avalue for the maximum root.stress that exc”eeds “
the value obtained by use of the exact solution by less
than 10 percent. “ Comparisons of the apnroxlmate
solution with experimental results indicate that the
actual difference may be less than 10 percent.
Slml.lar comparisons made for ax~.ally loaded panels
show that adequate values of design stresses for stringers
and skin may be obtained by the approximate analysis”,
M particular, at the application of a concentrated load
in the corner flange, a finite value for the shear stress
in the sheet is obtained by the approximate method instead
of the infinite value given by the exact method. This
finite value agrees well with values obtained experi-
mentally. m
. .
“INTRODUCTION ..
.,
The analysis of skin-stringer combinations used as
axially loaded panels or as covers “of box beams presents
a problem to the stress analyst when shear deformation of
the skin alters the stress distribution predicted b
sl.mpleengineering theories. Younger (reference 1J
presented the first exact solutlon of this problem for “
the cantilever beam. The solution as presented was
limited to the cantilever beam of constant rectangular
section with a cosine curve of bending-moment distribution
and neglected the effect of the transverse strains ‘in the
cover.
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In referencp 2, Kuhn”extended Youngerls solution,
by means of trigonometric series, to the cantilever beam
of constant section .wlth arbitrary distribution of the
load. He suggested that the solutions for beams with
covers unreinforced by stringers-could be extended to
beams with covers reinforced by many stringers by
multiplying the ratio of Young~s modulus to shear modulus
E/G by the factor ts/t, where ts Is the thickness
of a fictitious sheet obtained by spreading the stringer
area and tie effective skin area across the width of the
cover and...t, is the actual thiclmess of the cover sheet.
,, .-
The,se.sE&ies solutions wdre not well suited to
numerlkal ‘computation because. they converged very slowly
at points :of maximum stress.. Hildebrand (reference 3)
has sol~@ ~hb.same phoblems and, by more refined analysis,
has expressed the solutions in the form of more.rapidly
convergent s,eries,which are better suited for obtaining
numerical results, “ These forms of the exact solutions,
or slight approximations of them due to the presence of
stringers, are used herein. In reference ~ a procedure
for the approximate sclutilon of such problems was pre-
sented”and”,”although very”much simplified, the theory
agreed well”.with .~e test data.
In thp”presen”t paper; “numerical comparisons are
made betweep the approximate solutions of reference )+and
the exact scluticms obtained by the methods of refer-
ence 3. In.addition, three NACA tests of beams that had
been analyzed pretiouslybytiw approximate method are
reanalyzed by the exact method and tests of a new tension
panel are analyzed by both methods.
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chordwise ~starjce measured from center line “of “ .-
beam or panel, inches
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nth positive root of equation
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F::8t ‘n . .
stress in cover of beam, kips pgr square”inch
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stress in cobner flange o-f’beam, kl”ps,per square
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average stress (Me/I dtress) at root “of beam, “ .
kips per square Incli
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS
.’
Cantilever Beams
Most of the .numerlcal comparisons between the thee- ~-
retical solutions for the st~ess distr~bution ih cantil-
ever beams were made for the uniformly loadad cantilever”. “ .~’”~
beam of constant ,rectangular cross Seeti.on, - The solution “ “. ..
for the corner-flange stress for this be@m and.IoadZngj “
. .
—.
4
. .
derived on the basis of the substitute s.lngle-str+ger
theory, is
,
,“. . . . . . -
In accordance with the ~.rocedure of reference ~, the
value of the shear-lag parameter K was determined with
a substitute width of beam equal to the spanwlse average
distance from the corner flange to the centroid of the
forces in the stringers. The average stress in the.
stringers was computed by statics and was distributed
chordwise among the stringers with a hyperbolic cosine
curve of distribution.
“me” exact solut~.n f’.r the stresses In the cover of
the uniformly loaded cantilever box beam, derived by the
procedure suggested in reference j and extended with some
approximation to the cover reinforced by many stringers,
1s
4
in which the stresses in the corner flange are obtained
by settl~ y equal to b.
..
In both solutions the origin”of coordinates is at
the Interabction.of the center line and the tip. Curves
ot corner-flange stress””and bean center-llne stress are
given “in fi@res ,1 to .5f.r values of AF/AL of 0.2 and
i-$isnd vql.ues o F “KL of 3, .6, and 12.
“ Shj.la~ numerical comparisons were mad6. between the
salutions by the substitute single-stringer msthod and the
exa”ct solutions derived in reference 3 for two other
beams: the tip-loaded cantilever beam of constant section
and the uniformly loaded cantilever beam of constant depth .
.
5and width in which the areas AF and AL decrease
linearly from a maximum at the root to zero at the tip.
In these comparisons only beams with an average value
q of KL of 6 were considered. Curves of flange stress
and center-line stress for these be~s are gl~n In .
figures 4 and 5.
Aconslderatlon of the ntunerical comparisons for
all the beams and loadings conqldered indicates that the .
substitute single-stringer method jields conservative
values-for” the maximum stress In the”root section at the “
corner flAnge and that these values become ‘more conserva-
tive as-the ratio AF/AL decreases. Becaqse attoo con-”
aervatlve value of corner-flange 8tress results in “a
decrease “in the average stringer stress the stringer
stresses in the root section predicted ~y the substitute
single-strir~er solution are too low.” The reason for
this prediction of too great a shear-lag effect at the
root .is the conservative method chosen for the evaluation
of the substitute width. In the root region the value
of the substitute width”is lea-sthan the average value
used in the approximate solution, which ”means that the
stringers in this region are more effective than the
approximate method indicates. . .
.“
As a further study of the effect .of varying the
..
ratios AF/AL, computations.of the corner-flange stress” .
at the root were made by the exact and the approximate
methods for ratios of AF/AL of’0.2, .0~4.,and 1.0 and
values of KL from 3 to 20. The ratios of the approxi- .
mate to the exact solu~ions for corner-flange stress at
the root for”both”tlp and uniform load are given in
figure 6; It is app’arent that the ratio AF/AL is more
important than the factor XL In the tendency of the
approximate so-lutlon.to predict greater corner-flange “
stresses titthe root t-hamthe.exaot solu”tion~ m bhe
practical r-e, KL greater than 6.o and AF/AL ,
greater than 0.4, the ,error is less than lo percent. .
. .“
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Axla.lly Loaded Panels
..
A problem closely related to the stress distribution
in the =over
distribution
stringers.
loads at the
of box bgams without camber is the stress
in sxially loaded panels reinforced with
One case is the panel loaded by concentrated
corner-flange. tips and long enough that the
1. .~,.....-—..———..,-.--. -——-—.--- --..-—-
longitudinal stresses at the far end may be.considered “ .
uniformly distributed chordwlse. The solution for suoh
~ panel of constant cross seotion by the substitute
single-stringer method is given in referenoe’h ‘arad”tlie
exact solution Is given in reference 3S In flfp-are ‘~-
l curves of stringer stress atithe corner flange and’cdnter
,,llne of the panel are given for ratios of AF/AL Of 0.2 :
and 1.0 and in figure 8 curves of shear streos at the
.co’rnerflange are gitin.
. .
It Is apparent that the decrease of-the stringer
stresses .f’romthe.known values at the tlp”to the avqrage
value in the panel .takes place in a distance roughly ‘.
e~quql to the full width of the pa.el. Of more impo:-,
taz~ce~n design is the pred+cti.on of the maximum 4hea.r.
“stress in the sheet near the corner flange at the tip
- of’We panela ‘l?he.exactsolutlon predicts an infini~e
-:ahear stress ”which yields no design solution to the
problem, for It 1s hewn that the give of the rivets &d
the”’l$nite.spaoing and size of the rivets produce a ‘.:
finite value of shear stress instead of the infinite,
stress.glyen”by the exact solution. How closely the :
,substttute single-stringer solution estimates this.stress
can be lndl.cated only by experiment.
Although the series forms of the exact solutlons.~’~.
that were us6d fpr comnarlson for both beams and panels
converge more rapidly than the series solutions that hava
been previously available, the exact method-still requires
more t+,meand efforti to”use than does the substitute
single~stringe~ method. A direct measure of the rate ‘of
convergence of these series Is the ratio. AF/AL. FtVO
or SIX tbrms”,are?uffipient to determine the maximum.stm
stress in a beah or panel when the ratio AF/AL iS ‘~ ““
greater than 0.5P For ratios less than 0.5, the number”
of.terms required f’oran adequate solution for the.max~m~
stress”incr~ases napidly.with. decreasing values of AF/AL.
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*~ITH13xPERIlm?JTALRES~TS-”
Cantilever Beams
As a further oompa~lson between the e~act method and
the substitute single-stringer method for the solution”of:’:
shear-lag problems
.,
.s preV@s tests of three beams.w.ere..::“
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reanalyzed by the exact method. One .,ofthe beams was
‘ beam 3 df reference 4 ~es@d. wi@ut distinct corner
—.~l~esj and the second was the.s.ama.:beamtested with
dlstinot oorner flanges. ~ Themdimensions of’these beams
are given in flg~p 9. : @thipd beam, previously re- ‘
ported as beam 1 @ referencasy.-ie shown In figure 10.
In figure 11; the’”meas&&4 spanwlse stresses at the
corner flange and at the center line of beam 3 without
flanges are oompared with those computed by the exact
and the substitute s@@e-s@@ger methods. At the root,
the corner-flange &tress computed by the exact method is
about 2 percent .les$ than the measured stress and by the
approximate method $s about 10m.peroen.tgreater. At the
center line of the :bearnthe measured stresses are con-
sista~tly lower than the stress ~ompu?iedby either method
except in:.the”roat sectfon.where the rapid increase in
corner-flange stress computed by the approximate method
results.in a sharp deorease In the computed center-line
stress=
As.sho& by comparing #?igures11 and 12, when the
ratio AF/AL for bQam 5 is increased from 0.087 to 0.356
by the addition of corner-flange reinforcement, the
tendency of’the approximate method to predict a larger
corner stress 1s reduced. The exact method predicted
the measured corner-flange stress very closely while the
substitute single-stringer method gave a value 6 percent
higher. The measured center-line stresses are again less
. than those predicted by”either method except at the root
where the values.predicted by the approximate method are
below the measured values.
. .
In figure ”ljjthe chordwise distribution of measured
“ stresses at the root of”beam 1 from reference 5 is giwn
as”welI as..the stresses “computed by both methods. - There
is some approximation of the exact method due to the
“presence”of stringenbut it should be Small because of
their large number. “The results, “In general, do not
“differ from those obtained for the other beams. At the
. root the”stress obtained by the”exact method coincides
with the lower of’the two measured corner-flarigs.stresses
while the stress.given by “the approximate .method- “
almost coihcides with the “highe”rmeastied “stre$s.c At
the center line the.substitute single-stringer stresses
are again~lower than the experi-mehtal stresses, btitthe
r experimental stresses Iie”halfway. between.thdse pre-
dicted by the two methods: . “ “
I.“
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Except where there is no distlnot corner “fl.a~e”,“ “.
the general conclils,ion,,that can be drafi .fron~these.tdsta .s-~..
is that the scatt~r of the experimental results Is “about
equal to,the difference between the stresses obtaine~ by.’
the two methods and.,a$ a result, the values of-the ....
maximum stresses In the corner flange at the root section .
are not too conservatively predicted by.the .subst,itute.’ ,
single-stringer method”;
.
.
. .
Axially Loaded Panels- “ “- .“ .“
The tension pmel tested was the one.that had be& . ~.. “
used in re.tsrence 6. The rectangular cut-out at the ~ . -.
center was enlarged until only the corner flanges re-
mained continuous. The.structure then consisted of two .p~l.
tension panels with concentrated loads in the corner
flanges and with uniform loads at the far ends. A cross.
section of the panel is shown in figure 14. The results .
of the test of the tension panel.are givan in figures 15”.
and 16. In figure 15 @e stresses in the c,ornerflange” .:’.
and the two adjacent stringers are cempared” with those ““
computed by both.exact and substitute simgle~stringer “ : “
solutions. ~ figure 16 the measured shear,stresses for .“
the three skin panels nearest..the corner flange ane corn-“ ~ .
pared with the computed values. . . .
. . . .
..
. .
The approximate method gives directly only a solution “.
for the corner:flange stresses, the average stresses in .
the stringers, and the shear stresses at the flange, which
are the important values of stresses for design. For
comparison with the measured stresses, values of stringer ..
stresses and shear stresseg within the.panel were obtained
as follows: ,@e “stringer stresses were diqhibuted chord- . .
wise accordin to the hyperbolic cosine curve ..dlscussed
tin reference” L “ The shear stresses were distributed in “ .
..!
accordance with the procedure developed :in”reference 6 - ‘.
for the distribtition..of,shear stresses around rectangular ,
cut-outs. At,the.rib. that reinforced the tip of the .
panel, the sheab stresses ,were distributed cho.rdwise ac- “ “
cording to the ordinates of”a cubic.parabola. -Ata . .’..
station for whicli the distance:’from the rib station WBS
equal to, or greater than,. one-quarter of the full width “ - “
of the panel, the chordwise variation of shear.stress was
assumed to be linbar$ decreasing from a maximum”at the
flange to zero at the center line. At intermediate
stations, the shear stresses were determined by assuming .
a linear variation spanwise. .
..
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Ih general, .close agreement qilsts between the “. ““”
stringer and skin stresses dbtained.””bythe exact method
‘&d the experimental results, but at the.points Impor- “
tant In design the stresses obtained by the approximate
method ‘are”adequate.” “ The approximate method predicts . . -
the maximum stresses-.oociu?ringin thbse”strlngers
adjacent to the flange and Indicates that these’.stressbs”
may rise well.above the.average panel stre6s before they
decrease to the average stress. . CIDse “to the”rib the .
stringer stresses rise more ‘sharply than the substitute
single-stringer method or the exact method indicates, but “
this rise 1s of little consequence because these stringers
.
would h“ave tp.be des@n6d -for.the”rntifmmn stresses”. . Zhe .“
shear stre$ses that o-ccurin the skin panel adjaoent to
the corner flknge are within 8.percent of the shear
stresses computed by the approximate method and show no
tendsncy to rise to the high value predicted by the exact
method for the rib station.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In beams of practical firo~ortions the approximate
theory of the substitute single stringer w~l-predfct u
conservative value for the maximtnn corner-flange stress
Which , on the basis of the exact solutions, will be in
error by less than 10 percent. Comparisons with experi-
mental results indicate that the difference between the
substitute single-stringer solution for the maxihum”
corner flange and observed values is, in general, less
than the value of 10 percent indicated by the exact
method.
Adequate values of design stress for stringers and
sheets of axially loaded panels can be obtained by the .
substitute single-stringer method, while the exact method
greatly exaggerates the maximum shear stress.
.
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